
Chapter 3

Typecheckers
& Static Semantics

3.1 Static versus Dynamic Typing

In a statically typed language, typechecking happens at compile time. Stati-
cally typed languages typically have these properties:

• Variables and data structure fields must be declared before use.

• Variables and data structure fields can only hold values of the declared
type.

• Operations (functions, procedures,methods) and typesmust be declared.
In some languages, such asC andPascal, declarationsmust be placed tex-
tually before uses of the names (this makes it easier to process a source
file in a single pass). Other languages, such as Java, allow such declara-
tions to occur in any order.

• Declaring the exact types of variables and operations may or may not be
needed (some languages to type inference).

By contrast, a dynamically typed language does no checking before a pro-
gram is run – though it may still do strict checking while the program is run-
ning. For a dynamic language, typing rules are part of the dynamic semantics,
which we have covered in the previous chapter. Dynamic languages typically
have these properties:

• A variable need not be declared before it is used.

• Avariable can hold values of any type, and assigning to the variable may
change its type.

• Fields in structures and classes are likewise liberalwhen it comes to using
them with values of different types.

• Fields may or may not need to be declared before use.

• Operations must be declared before they are called.
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3. Typecheckers & Static Semantics A.H. Bagge

1 module syn::SimplVarsTyped
extend syn::SimplLexical;

3

start syntax Program = Expr expr;
5

syntax Expr
7 = Name var
| INT intVal

9 | Bool boolVal
| bracket "(" Expr e ")"

11 > left (Expr e1 "*" Expr e2 | Expr e1 "/" Expr e2)
> left (Expr e1 "+" Expr e2 | Expr e1 "-" Expr e2)

13 > left (Expr e1 "==" Expr e2 | Expr e1 "\<" Expr e2)
| "if" Expr cond "then" e1 Expr "else" Expr e2 "end"

15 | "let" TypeExpr Name var "=" Expr e1 "in" Expr e2 "end"
;

17

syntax Name = ID \ Bool;
19

syntax Bool = "true" | "false";
21

syntax TypeExpr
23 = "int"

| "bool"
25 ;

Listing 3.1: Evaluator/src/syn/SimplVarsTyped.rsc: Syntax for SimplVarsTyped – a
simple expression language with types.

Some languages are weakly typed, meaning that most operations accept val-
ues of any type which are then either adapted to the type the operation needs
(coercing), or the operation fails unceremoniously. Javascript is an example of
this – you can use a stringwhere an integer is needed and vice versa. Most stat-
ically typed languages and many dynamic languages are strictly typed. In this
case, operations require exactly matching types (modulo certain well-defined
promotions and conversions). For example, you cannot call the add functionwith
a string, even if that string happens to contain the text representation of a num-
ber.

3.2 Simple Typechecking

Let’s illustrate typechecking on a simple language similar to the oneweworked
on in Chapter 2. The overall scheme is similar to the one we used when we
implemented the evaluator – in fact, we can think of typechecking as a form of
simplified evaluation where the values are types.

Listing 3.1 shows the syntax of the language we’ll start with. It’s similar
to what we had in Section 2.2.3, but with added syntax for types and typed
variable declarations, and for boolean literals.
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First of all, we need to define what a type is. In order to make the language
slightly more interesting, we’ve added booleans to the the language, so we
have two types, int and bool:

12 data Type = Int() | Bool(); Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Next, we define a series of recursive checkExpr functions, one for each kind
of expression. Just like in the evaluator, we’ll need an environment Env[Type],
to keep track of the types of variables.
Base case: In the default case, we just throw an exception. This will help us in
debugging.

14 public default Type checkExpr(Expr expr, Env[Type] env) {
throw "Unknown expr: <[expr]>";

16 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Integer literals: The type of an integer is always int:

19 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘<INT i>‘, Env[Type] env) {
20 return Int();
} Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Note that we don’t care about the actual value of the integer at all, only
about the type.
Boolean literals: The type of a boolean is always bool:

24 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘<Bool b>‘, Env[Type] env) {
return Bool();

26 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Arithmetic: In the case of arithmetic expressions, we must first obtain the type
of the operands, by checking them recursively. Arithmetic operators require
integer arguments and provide an integer result. For example, for addition:

52 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘<Expr e1>+<Expr e2>‘, Env[Type] env) {
t1 = checkExpr(e1, env);

54 t2 = checkExpr(e2, env);

56 if(t1 == Int() && t2 == Int())
return Int();

58 else
throw "Type error: expected (int, int), got (<t1>, <t2>)";

60 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Parentheses: The type of a parenthesis expression is simply the type of the con-
tained expression:

36 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘(<Expr e>)‘, Env[Type] env) {
return checkExpr(e, env);

38 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc
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Comparison: Unlike the language we evaluated in Chapter 2, this language has
Boolean values, which comes into play when we consider comparisons and
conditionals. Comparison requires integer arguments and gives a Boolean re-
sult. For example, for the less-than operator:

96 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘<Expr e1>\<<Expr e2>‘, Env[Type] env) {
t1 = checkExpr(e1, env);

98 t2 = checkExpr(e2, env);

100 if(t1 == Int() && t2 == Int())
return Bool();

102 else
throw "Type error: expected (int, int), got (<t1>, <t2>)";

104 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Equivalence: The equals operator also gives a Boolean result. But itmakes sense
to be able to apply it to both Booleans and integers, so we will say that the
operands must have the same type:

85 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘<Expr e1>==<Expr e2>‘, Env[Type] env) {
86 t1 = checkExpr(e1, env);

t2 = checkExpr(e2, env);
88

if(t1 == t2)
90 return Bool();

else
92 throw "Type error: operands have different types (<t1>, <t2>)";
} Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Conditionals: The if expression selects one of two branch values depending on
the condition. The condition should be a Boolean value.

The types of the branches don’t matter whenwe consider the if expression
in isolation, but they are important when we consider that the result may be
used in a larger expression. Somehow, the branches must have ‘compatible’
types, so that the program is type correct regardless of which branch is chosen.
For our simple language, this means that the if branches should both have the
same type.

108 public Type checkExpr((Expr)
‘if <Expr c> then <Expr e1> else <Expr e2> end‘, Env[Type] env) {

110 if(checkExpr(c, env) != Bool())
throw "Condition must be bool";

112

t1 = checkExpr(e1, env);
114 t2 = checkExpr(e2, env);

116 if(t1 == t2)
return t1;

118 else
throw "Type error: branches have different types (<t1>, <t2>)";
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120 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Note that, unlike the evaluator whichwould only evaluate one of the branches,
we typecheck both branches.

Variables: The type of a variable is its type in the environment, if any. If the
variable is undefined (not in the environment), the program is incorrect and
we should give an error message.

29 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘<ID x>‘, Env[Type] env) {
30 if(isDefined(x, env))

return lookup(x, env);
32 else

throw "Undefined variable: <x>";
34 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

Variable declarations: A let-expression has a type name, a variable name, an
initialiser expression and a body expression. We must first check that the type
of the initialiser expression corresponds to the declared type. Then, we can
add the variable to the environment in which we typecheck the body:

125 public Type checkExpr((Expr)
126 ‘let <TypeExpr te> <ID x> = <Expr e1> in <Expr e2> end‘,

Env[Type] env) {
128 typ = checkType(te, env);

t1 = checkExpr(e1, env);
130 if(typ != t1)

throw "Type mismatch declaring <x>: expected <typ>, got <t1>";
132

return checkExpr(e2, declare(x, typ, env));
134 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc

This code makes use of an auxiliary function checkType which checks the
TypeExpr and returns the corresponding type. This is needed because the
TypeExpr is just a parse tree fragment – we need to convert it to our abstract
representation (Int() or Bool()). Additionally, if our language was a little bit
more complicated, we might have to check the if the type expressions are well
formed, for example, whether a user-defined type has been properly declared.

The code for checkType is:

136 public Type checkType((TypeExpr)‘int‘, Env[Type] env) {
return Int();

138 }

140 public Type checkType((TypeExpr)‘bool‘, Env[Type] env) {
return Bool();

142 } Evaluator/src/check/CheckVarsTyped.rsc
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1 module syn::SimplFunsTyped
2 extend syn::SimplLexical;

4 start syntax Program = Expr expr;

6 syntax Expr
= Name var

8 | INT intVal
| Bool boolVal

10 | bracket "(" Expr e ")"
| Expr fun "(" {Expr ","}* args ")"

12 > left (Expr e1 "*" Expr e2 | Expr e1 "/" Expr e2)
> left (Expr e1 "+" Expr e2 | Expr e1 "-" Expr e2)

14 > left (Expr e1 "==" Expr e2 | Expr e1 "\<" Expr e2)
| "if" Expr cond "then" e1 Expr "else" Expr e2 "end"

16 | "let" TypeExpr Name var "=" Expr e1 "in" Expr e2 "end"
> "fun" {Param ","}* params "=\>" Expr body

18 ;

20 syntax Param
= TypeExpr paramType ID paramName

22 ;

24 syntax Name = ID \ Bool;

26 syntax Bool = "true" | "false";

28 syntax TypeExpr
= "int"

30 | "bool"
| TypeExpr "(" {TypeExpr ","}* ")"

32 ;

Listing 3.2: Evaluator/src/syn/SimplFunsTyped.rsc: Syntax for SimplFunsTyped – a
simple expression language with functions and types. Function parameter
declarations must include types, but to reduce syntacic clutter, we automat-
ically infer the return type of functions.

3.2.1 Functions

Let us now consider typechecking of a language with functions. Listing 3.2
shows the extended syntax, similar to the language in Section 2.4.

There are two new kinds of expressions to typecheck: functions and func-
tion calls. Since functions are values in our language, we need to provide a
type for them, hence we should extend our idea of types to include function
types:

12 data Type
= Int()
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14 | Bool()
| Fun(list[Type] params, Type retType)

16 ; Evaluator/src/check/CheckFunsTyped.rsc

The type of a function depends on the type of its parameters and its return
type. For example, int(int,bool) – represented abstractly as Fun([Int(),Bool()],
Int()) – would be the type of a function that accepts an int and a bool as ar-
guments and returns an int.
Functions: A function expression has a list of parameter declarations and a
body. We need to check the parameter types, then bind the parameters to
their respective types and use the resulting environment to check the body.
The return type of the function is the type of the body expression.

44 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘fun <{Param ","}* params> =\> <Expr body>‘,
Env[Type] env) {

46 list[Type] paramTypes = [];
for((Param)‘<TypeExpr te> <ID p>‘ <- params) {

48 t = checkType(te, env);
env = declare(p, t, env); // for use in checking body

50 paramTypes += t; // accumulate list of parameter types
}

52 retType = checkExpr(body, env);

54 return Fun(paramTypes, retType);
} Evaluator/src/check/CheckFunsTyped.rsc

In the evaluator, we just stored the function body, since there was nothing we
could do with it until we had values for the parameters. Here, we can check
that the body is valid based on the parameter types, without knowing the ar-
gument values.

We might want to have an additional wellness constraint of function dec-
larations: that names in the parameter list are unique. We could do this, for
example, by maintaining a list of the names seen so far, and then checking if
the next parameter we examine has already been used:

66 if(p in paramNames)
throw "Duplicate parameter name <p>";

68 else
paramNames += p; Evaluator/src/check/CheckFunsTyped.rsc

Function calls: A function calls consists of a function expression and a list of ar-
gument expressions. To typecheck, we need to type check the subexpressions,
then match the types of the argument expressions with the parameter types of
the function.

Since functions are just expressions, we need to handle the case where we
try to call somethingwhich is not a function. Wemust also deal with the possi-
bility of a call beingmadewith thewrong number orwrong type of arguments.

The type of a function call is the return type of the function called.

76 public Type checkExpr((Expr)‘<Expr f>(<{Expr ","}* args>)‘,
Env[Type] env) {
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78 fType = checkExpr(f, env); // get function type

80 if(Fun(paramTypes, retType) := fType) {
if(size([a | a <- args]) != size(paramTypes))

82 throw "Wrong number of arguments for <f>";
// match each argument against the corresponding parameter type

84 for(<arg, paramType> <- zip([a | a <- args], paramTypes)) {
argType = checkExpr(arg, env);

86 if(argType != paramType)
throw "Type mismatch in call to <f>: expected <paramType>, got <argType>";

88 }

90 return retType; // type of call is return type of function
}

92 else throw "Attempt to call a non-function: <f>";
} Evaluator/src/check/CheckFunsTyped.rsc

3.2.2 Design Issues

Our little language has a few design issues. First of all, the let syntax is a little
cumbersome, particularly when it comes to functions:

1 let int(int,int) f =
fun int x, int y => x + y

3 in
f(2,3)

5 end

There isn’t really any need to declare the type of the variable, since we can
always obtain it from the type of the initialiser expression:

1 let f = fun int x, int y => x + y in f(2,3) end

This kind of simple inference of variable types is common in languages where
type expressions can get very complicated (e.g., newer editions of C++ and
Java).

Another approach is to introduce a new syntax for function declarations,
such as, for example:

1 let int f(int x, int y) => x + y in f(2,3) end

This second form is useful when we try to tackle the other problem our lan-
guage design has: there’s no way to make recursive functions, since the vari-
able in a let-expression is only bound inside the let body, not inside the ini-
tialiser (which is where the function body is).

A common way to fix this recursion problem is to introduce a new con-
struct, letrec, which changes the binding rules so that the new variable is also
bound inside the initialiser expression. Typically, letrec also allows multiple
variable bindings, allowing for mutually recursive functions:

1 letrec int f(int x, int y) => x + g(y)
int g(int x) => f(x, x)
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3 in f(2,3) end

3.3 More examples

See code from Lecture 12 and 13:
https://bitbucket.org/anyahelene/inf225public/src/master/inf225l12?
at=master
https://bitbucket.org/anyahelene/inf225public/src/master/inf225l13?
at=master
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